Sleep Apnea Clinical Score, Berlin Questionnaire, or Epworth Sleepiness Scale: which is the best obstructive sleep apnea predictor in patients with COPD?
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**Introduction:** The Sleep Apnea Clinical Score (SACS) and the Berlin Questionnaire (BQ) are used to predict the likelihood of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is used to assess daytime sleepiness, a common OSA symptom. These clinical tools help prioritize individuals with the most severe illness regarding on whom polysomnography (PSG) should be performed. It is necessary to check the applicability of these tools in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The aim of this study is to compare SACS, BQ, and ESS performance in patients with COPD.

**Methods:** The SACS, BQ, and ESS were applied to 91 patients with COPD. From this group, 24 underwent PSG. In this transversal study, these three tests were compared regarding their likelihood to predict OSA in patients with COPD using receiver-operating characteristic curve statistics.

**Results:** In this sample, 58 (63.7%) patients were men, and their mean age was 69.4±9.6 years. Fourteen patients (15.4%) had a high probability of OSA by SACS, 32 (32.5%) had a high probability by BQ, and 37 (40.7%) had excessive diurnal somnolence according to the ESS. From the 24 patients who underwent PSG, OSA diagnosis was confirmed in five (20.8%), according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine criteria. BQ and ESS did not accurately predict OSA in this group of patients with COPD, with a receiver-operating characteristic curve area under the curves of 0.54 (95% CI: 0.329–0.745, P=0.75) and 0.69 (95% CI: 0.47–0.860, P=0.10), respectively. SACS performance was significantly better, with an area under the curve of 0.82 (95% CI: 0.606–0.943, P=0.02).

**Conclusion:** SACS was better than BQ and ESS in predicting OSA in this group of patients with COPD.
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**Introduction**
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) represent two of the most prevalent chronic respiratory disorders in clinical practice.1,2 Therefore, it is expected that the coexistence of both conditions in the same individual – the so-called overlap syndrome (OS) – will be high by chance alone. The Sleep Heart Health Study provided epidemiologic data showing that OSA prevalence is the same in COPD and healthy individuals, with no physiopathogenic connection.3 It is important to know whether COPD and OSA coexist because both diseases are associated with systemic inflammation, which may contribute to cardiovascular disease.
Furthermore, OS may predispose the patient to pulmonary hypertension. In fact, Marin et al showed that OS was associated with an increased risk of death and hospitalization due to COPD exacerbation when OSA was not treated with continuous positive airway pressure.

While a COPD diagnosis is simple and inexpensive, confirmation of OSA requires an overnight polysomnography (PSG), a time-consuming and expensive test of limited availability. The increasing recognition of OSA as a prevalent and high-mortality disease has increased PSG demand. Even in developed countries, there are long waiting periods for sleep studies. Several approaches were developed to reduce costs and delay OSA testing, such as portable monitors for home PSG, split-night tests, which consist of performing a diagnostic PSG and titration on the same night, and clinical prediction models to prioritize the most severe cases. The Sleep Apnea Clinical Score (SACS) and the Berlin Questionnaire (BQ) are examples of such models, while the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is used to assess daytime sleepiness. Since sleepiness is a very common OSA symptom, ESS scores are positively correlated with an objective apnea–hypopnea index (AHI) in non-COPD populations. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) recommends home PSG and split-night tests only in patients with a high pretest probability of being OSA, since these methods may underestimate the AHI. However, the AASM does not define which one is the best model to estimate OSA probability.

Many studies have tested the accuracy of these models in individuals referred to sleep laboratories, which may impair their external validation. Therefore, it is necessary to know how to select patients with COPD for referral to PSG. The aim of this study is to compare SACS, BQ, and ESS performance in patients with COPD.

**Methods**

**Patients**

Two hundred and six patients from the outpatient service at Rio de Janeiro State University were enrolled with a COPD diagnosis, defined according to the current document of the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD), ie, forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV$_1$)/forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio <0.70 associated with typical symptoms and history of exposure to risk factors. In this group, all patients included were currently or had previously been smokers, with a smoking history ≥20 packs per year. The severity assessment was based on a spirometric classification. Exclusion criteria were exacerbation in the last 3 months, oxygen supplementation, other lung diseases, body mass index (BMI) greater than 30 kg/m$^2$, noncompensated heart failure, neuromuscular disease with repercussion on ventilatory mechanics, psychiatric or neurologic illness that could compromise the questionnaire’s validity, collagen diseases, uncontrolled hypothyroidism, and use of amphetamines. Patients with a BMI greater than 30 kg/m$^2$ were excluded to avoid the inclusion of patients with obesity hypoventilation syndrome.

**Questionnaires**

The questionnaires were presented to all 206 patients with COPD (Figure 1).

The SACS is a screening tool based on snoring, witnessed episodes of apnea, neck circumference (NC), and systemic hypertension, which can be used to calculate likelihood ratios for the presence of OSA. In non-COPD populations, those who obtain scores greater than or equal to 15 points are considered as having a high pretest probability of OSA.

The BQ includes ten self-administered questions, organized into three categories: snoring and apnea (five questions),

**Figure 1** Flowchart of recruitment.

**Abbreviations:** BQ, Berlin Questionnaire; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; PSG, polysomnography; SACS, Sleep Apnea Clinical Score.
daytime sleepiness (four questions), and hypertension/obesity (one question). The determination of a high or low pretest probability of OSA is based on responses in each category of items.\textsuperscript{15}

The ESS is a self-report questionnaire that evaluates the tendency to fall asleep in eight daily situations. The ESS score ranges from 0 to 24, and a score equal to or greater than 10 indicates excessive daytime sleepiness in non-COPD populations.\textsuperscript{16}

**PSG and OSA diagnostic criteria**

Since it was not possible to perform PSG on all participants, 30 patients were randomly selected. However, six refused, so 24 were objectively tested. Twenty-four patients underwent PSG with the Embletta Gold\textsuperscript{®} (Embla – Natus Medical Inc., San Carlos, CA, USA) portable monitor in a hospital setting. The Embletta Gold\textsuperscript{®} is a portable diagnostic device that records airflow through a nasal cannula connected to a pressure transducer and an oronasal thermistor, oxygen saturation, and both respiratory and abdominal movements by respiratory inductance plethysmography, electrocardiography, and activity through actigraphy. This device, even without the actigraphy, is highly sensitive (92.4\%) and specific (85.7\%) in quantifying the AHI compared with an attended full-channel nocturnal PSG in patients with suspected OSA. The AHI obtained by the Embletta\textsuperscript{®} correlated closely with that obtained by PSG (Pearson correlation, \(r=0.979, P<0.001\)). This simple device is considered useful for screening and diagnostic purposes when access to PSG is limited.\textsuperscript{19}

Respiratory events were manually scored by a responsible physician, using the criteria of the AASM manual for the scoring of sleep and associated events, published in 2007.\textsuperscript{20} All tests lasted for a minimum of 6 hours. OSA was diagnosed according to current AASM criteria,\textsuperscript{21} namely daytime sleepiness, loud snoring, and witnessed breathing interruptions or awakenings due to gasping or choking; those who experienced five or more obstructive respiratory events (apneas or hypopneas) per hour of sleep were considered to have OSA, as well as those with 15 or more obstructive respiratory events per hour of sleep, even in the absence of sleep-related symptoms.

**Statistical analysis**

In this transversal study, receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed to assess the SACS, BQ, and ESS regarding their likelihood to predict OSA in patients with COPD. Differences in area under the curve (AUC) were calculated using the method of DeLong. The results of the three questionnaires were compared to each other using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. For continuous variables, comparisons between high and low probabilities of OSA by SACS and BQ were made using independent t-tests for normal distribution variables and the Mann–Whitney U-test for abnormal variables. The chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was used for categorical variables, as deemed appropriate. The results were presented as means and standard deviations. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. All analyses were performed using MedCalc version 12.7.0.0 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium).

**Ethical concerns**

The Research Ethics Committee of the State University of Rio de Janeiro approved the study protocol (number 0061.0.228.0000-10). After a description of objectives and methods to be used was provided, all participants gave their informed consent. The authors have no conflicts of interest related to this manuscript.

**Results**

From the 206 patients enrolled, 114 (55.3\%) were excluded due to at least one of the exclusion criteria. Obesity and tuberculosis sequelae were the main causes of exclusion. All 91 patients included responded to the questionnaires, and 24 randomly underwent PSG.

From 91 patients, 58 (63.7\%) were men, and the mean age was 69.4±9.6 years. Mean values of BMI, NC, and FEV1 were, respectively, 23.6±3.9 kg/m², 37.0±3.7 cm, and 54.3±20.9\% of predicted values. The median value of SACS was four points (2.0–8.8), and the mean ESS was 9.2±5.7 points. Fourteen patients (15.4\%) had a high probability of OSA by SACS, 32 (35.5\%) had a high probability by BQ, and 37 (40.7\%) had excessive diurnal somnolence by ESS.

**Severity assessment**

The correlation between the questionnaires was weak (ESS vs SACS, \(r=0.011, P=0.31\); ESS vs Berlin, \(r=0.0007, P=0.79\); SACS vs Berlin, \(r=0.033, P=0.08\)).

From 91 patients, 24 were randomly selected to perform PSG. This sample was composed of 16 men (66.7\%), whose mean age was 68.9±8.2 years. Mean values of BMI, NC, and FEV1 were, respectively, 23.6±3.2 kg/m², 37.0±3.1 cm, and 55.5±22.2\% of predicted values. The median value of the SACS was four points (2.0–7.5), and four patients (16.7\%) had a high probability of OSA by SACS, while eight patients...
(33.0%) had a high probability by BQ. Mean ESS was 9.1±6.6 points, and eight patients (33.3%) were considered to have excessive diurnal somnolence. There was no significant difference between participants who underwent PSG (n=24) and those who did not (n=67) (Table 1).

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the 24 participants, stratified by the OSA diagnosis, are presented in Table 2. Only NC mean, SACS median, and frequency of OSA high probability by SACS were statistically different between groups with and without OSA.

For the 24 participants who underwent PSG, we constructed ROC curves of SACS, BQ, and ESS. Table 3 shows sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and AUC of each questionnaire. Both BQ and ESS were poor at predicting or ruling out OSA, with AUCs of 0.542 (95% CI: 0.329–0.745; P=0.75) and 0.689 (95% CI: 0.470–0.860; P=0.10), respectively, while SACS had an AUC of 0.816 (95% CI: 0.606–0.943; P=0.02). SACS was significantly better than BQ in screening patients with COPD for OSA, with a difference between the areas of 0.274 (P=0.04). ROC curves for SACS, BQ, and ESS are shown in Figure 2. ROC statistics recommended a cutoff > 11 points for SACS and > 10 points for ESS.

Categorizing all 91 participants in groups of high and low probabilities of OSA by SACS, we found no difference in age, FEV1%, ESS, or frequency of sleepiness in patients, but NC, BMI, and frequency of high probability by BQ were significantly greater in the high probability group by SACS (Table 4).

Comparing groups of high and low probabilities of OSA by BQ, there was no difference in sex, age, BMI, NC, ESS, or frequency of sleepiness in individuals. However, FEV1%, SACS, and frequency of patients with a high probability of OSA by SACS were significantly greater in the high probability group by BQ (Table 5).

**Discussion**

In this transversal study, SACS, BQ, and ESS performance were evaluated as screening tools for sleep apnea in patients with COPD.

The literature shows that, in the general population, clinical prediction models tend to have high-sensitivity (76%–96%) and low specificity (13%–54%). Until now, no model was considered accurate enough to confirm or rule out OSA diagnosis reliably enough to dispense with PSG.

The GOLD document, revised in 2006, recommends PSG when hypoxemia or right heart failure develops in the presence of relatively mild airflow limitation or when the patient has symptoms suggestive of sleep apnea. This recommendation remained until the 2011 revision, which makes no mention of sleep studies, although it assumes that patients with OS have clear benefits with the use of airway positive pressure. Both GOLD revisions recommend asking about sleep interruptions, dyspnea, or chest discomfort during follow-up visits with patients with COPD, which is nonspecific for OSA.

In the present study, all individuals with other pulmonary diseases, a history of recent exacerbation (<3 months), or other possible causes of pulmonary hypertension and hypoxemia were excluded. These criteria resulted in the exclusion of a significant number of patients (55.3% of the initial sample), many of whom had the overlap COPD–asthma and exacerbator phenotypes. Thus, the predominant phenotype in this sample was the emphysema–hyperinflation. Patients with this last phenotype presented were impaired with dyspnea as the most relevant symptom and a tendency toward a lower BMI. This phenotype is characterized by the presence of hyperinflation in the tomography, lower level of diffusion tests, and poor therapeutic response to inhaled corticosteroids and bronchodilators. In fact, in this sample, the mean lung diffusing capacity determined by the single-breath technique (DLCO) was reduced (56.7%±23.4% of predicted values), and the related residual volume/total lung capacity (RV/TLC%) was increased (121.9%±27.1% of predicted values).

Only patients with a well-established diagnosis of COPD, with a significant history of smoking (at least 20 packs per year), with a stable disease, without exacerbation for at least 3 months, and without other lung diseases were included.

---

**Table 1** Comparison of patient characteristics between participants who underwent PSG and those who did not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>No PSG group (n=67)</th>
<th>PSG group (n=24)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male</td>
<td>42 (62.7%)</td>
<td>16 (66.7%)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>69±10.1</td>
<td>68.9±8.2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>23.6±4.1</td>
<td>23.6±3.2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck circumference, cm</td>
<td>37±3.9</td>
<td>37±3.1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1%, % of predicted</td>
<td>54±20.9</td>
<td>55.5±22.2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACS</td>
<td>4 (2.0–8.8)</td>
<td>4 (2.0–7.5)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High probability by SACS</td>
<td>14 (15.4%)</td>
<td>4 (16.7%)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High probability by BQ</td>
<td>32 (35.2%)</td>
<td>8 (33.3%)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS</td>
<td>9±3.5</td>
<td>9±6.6</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive diurnal somnolence</td>
<td>37 (40.7%)</td>
<td>8 (33.3%)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** a: Categorical variables are expressed in absolute numbers (percentage); b: normal distribution data, as mean ± standard deviation; c: non-normal distribution, as median (interquartile range). For continuous variables, comparisons were made using independent t-tests for normal distribution variables and Mann–Whitney U-tests for non-normal variables. The chi-square test was used for categorical variables.

**Abbreviations:** BMI, body mass index; BQ, Berlin Questionnaire; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; PSG, polysomnography; SACS, Sleep Apnea Clinical Score.
This rigorous sample selection differentiates this study from others that have larger samples.

Our sample was constituted predominantly by men with a mean age of 69.4±9.6 years (range: 48–85 years) who had typical epidemiological characteristics of COPD. Patients with a BMI of 30 kg/m² or greater were excluded, which explains the relatively low average of this index (23.6±3.9 kg/m²).

Although mean ESS was normal, 37 patients (40.7%) had excessive daytime sleepiness (ESS >10 points). The quality of sleep in patients with COPD, even without OSA, was impaired due to increased rates of arousal and decreased rapid eye movement (REM) stages,23,24 which may explain the relatively high proportion of somnolent individuals in this sample.

According to the literature, NC is better than BMI as an OSA predictor, but there is a correlation between BMI and NC.25 The exclusion of obese patients (BMI above 30 kg/m²) possibly caused a drop in NC average, which may also have contributed to reduce the SACS value. In addition, it may have reduced the number of patients with the chronic bronchitis phenotype who used to be brevilineal, just like patients with OSA.

In contrast, BQ includes two questions with the word “tired” (Are you tired after sleeping? and Are you tired during waking time?).15 Patients with COPD interpret the word “tired” as dyspnea, which may have increased the number of patients with a high probability of OSA by BQ (despite the exclusion of patients with a BMI above 30 kg/m², one of the BQ items). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that FEV₁% was significantly lower in the group of high probability by BQ (Table 5). It is expected that individuals with lower FEV₁% values have more pronounced dyspnea (tiredness). Interestingly, data from general populations have demonstrated that a high-risk Berlin score has a sensitivity ranging from 68% to 86% and a specificity ranging from 46% to 95% for OSA.15,26,27 These results were not seen in our group of patients with COPD.

Patients with a high probability of OSA by SACS were all males and had a higher frequency of OSA high probability by BQ than those with a low probability. Furthermore, NC was superior, which was to be expected, since this parameter was used to calculate the SACS value.

Comparing groups with low and high probabilities of OSA by BQ, FEV₁% was significantly lower in the high probability group. Despite the lack of agreement between SACS and BQ, the mean value of SACS was higher in the high probability group by BQ.

Observing Table 3 and Figure 1, we can verify the superiority of SACS over BQ in sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value. However, PSG is mandatory to confirm or exclude OSA diagnosis. According to Flemons, a score of 15 or greater on
the SACS gives a likelihood of 4.45 of having moderate-to-severe sleep apnea (14); however, in this study group, ROC statistics recommended a cutoff >11 points for SACS.

It is difficult to compare the OSA proportion in this sample with epidemiological studies, since there were no obese individuals and none aged below 48 years. Nevertheless, the presence of very low AHI in patients with OS (only one case with severe OSA) led to the hypothesis that emphysema could “protect” against OSA. There are three mechanisms that could explain this “protection”. One is the lower prevalence of obesity, especially in patients with a more severe form of disease, which is often associated with malnutrition. Another mechanism is the reduction of REM stage duration, in which obstructive events (apneas and hypopneas) are more frequent due to higher muscle relaxation. Finally, the greater end-expiratory lung volume, caused by trapped air in hyperinflation, tends to increase axial traction walls of the pharynx, by caudal displacement of the trachea.28

Table 4 Patient characteristics according to obstructive sleep apnea probability by Sleep Apnea Clinical Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>High probability (n=14)</th>
<th>Low probability (n=77)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male*</td>
<td>14 (100%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, t years</td>
<td>73.6±8.5</td>
<td>68.6±9.6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, kg/m²</td>
<td>25.4±2.4</td>
<td>23.3±1.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck circumference, cm</td>
<td>41.2±2.0</td>
<td>36.2±3.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV₁, t % of predicted</td>
<td>46.4±17.3</td>
<td>55.7±12.1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High probability by BQb</td>
<td>9 (64.3%)</td>
<td>23 (29.9%)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epworth Sleepiness Scaleb</td>
<td>9.9±5.6</td>
<td>9.1±5.7</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive diurnal somnolencec</td>
<td>6 (42.9%)</td>
<td>31 (40.3%)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Categorical variables are expressed in absolute numbers (percentage); tnormal distribution data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. For continuous variables, comparisons were made using independent t-tests. The chi-square test was used for categorical variables.

Abbreviations: BQ, Berlin Questionnaire; FEV₁, forced expiratory volume in 1 second.

One limitation of this trial was the use of PSG type III, which is not recommended by the AASM for the evaluation of patients with OSA COPD or other comorbidities.10 This occurred due to the absence of a type I monitor in our service. This limitation was minimized by using high-quality sensors (pressure cannula and effort belts with respiratory inductance plethysmography), by the presence of actigraphy in Embletta8 to enable the elimination of periods of waking/artifact from the final index time (the monitoring time used for AHI calculation), and by manually scoring the respiratory events using the AASM criteria.

In the Sleep Heart Health Study,2 5,954 individuals from the general population were evaluated by type II PSG and spirometry, and all patients with FEV₁/FVC <70% were considered to have “chronic obstructive airway”, regardless of the origin of the lower airway obstruction. Furthermore, obese patients were not excluded, and COPD classification of severity was based on FEV₁/FVC and not on FEV₁, as recommended by the GOLD initiative. According to the classification adopted by Sanders, 96% of patients with “obstructive airway disease” had a mild form of the disease (FEV₁/FVC >60%), unlike our sample, in which only 10.9% had a mild form of the disease according to the spirometric GOLD criteria. Sanders found no statistically significant difference between OSA prevalence in patients with “obstructive airway disease” and in individuals without “obstructive airway disease”. However, data obtained from this study should be interpreted with caution, despite the large number of participants.

The present study demonstrated that, in the group of emphysema patients, the correlation between SACS and BQ

Table 5 Patient characteristics according to obstructive sleep apnea probability by the Berlin Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>High probability (n=32)</th>
<th>Low probability (n=59)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, male*</td>
<td>21 (65.6%)</td>
<td>37 (62.7%)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, t years</td>
<td>67.4±9.7</td>
<td>70.4±9.4</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, kg/m²</td>
<td>23.6±3.6</td>
<td>23.6±4.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck circumference, cm</td>
<td>37.5±3.5</td>
<td>36.6±3.8</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV₁, t % of predicted</td>
<td>47.3±17.7</td>
<td>57.8±21.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Apnea Clinical Scored</td>
<td>9 (4–12)</td>
<td>3 (2–6)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High probability by Sleep Apnea Clinical Scored</td>
<td>9 (28.1%)</td>
<td>5 (8.5%)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epworth Sleepiness Scaleb</td>
<td>10.0±5.8</td>
<td>8.8±5.6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive diurnal somnolencec</td>
<td>14 (43.8%)</td>
<td>23 (39.0%)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Categorical variables are expressed in absolute numbers (percentage); tnormal distribution data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. For continuous variables, comparisons were made using independent t-tests for normal distribution variables, Mann–Whitney U-tests for non-normal variables and the chi-square test for categorical variables.

Abbreviation: FEV₁, forced expiratory volume in 1 second.
was low. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of SACS were higher than BQ. SACS can be a useful tool in screening patients with COPD for referral to sleep studies.
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